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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Large Print. 229 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Never, Ever look back trilogy
of Short Stories now available to download. Flash Backs Flash Backs 2: You Will Pay For Your Lust
Flash Backs 3 The FLASH BACKS books are the author s first works. Written at the start of 2007 in
parallel with each other and his full time employment as an auditor for a Global Company, they
were only completed in 2014 and subsequently published together. Mark Place does himself not like
the use the term trilogy as it is overused nowadays. He says It could have been one book, but the
storylines demand the attention of the reader and so it is easier to concentrate on a short story.
Seven years in the making, these three stories interlink tenuously through a busy chain coffee house.
Flash Backs Three separate storylines about three very different people who go to catch a coffee. A
story showing how fragile the future is and how dramatically it can be changed. A thriller full of
zest, brimming with memorable characters and rich storylines, presented in a...
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential study publication. It usually fails to expense an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform when you full
looking at this publication.
-- Ms. Allene Conr oy-- Ms. Allene Conr oy

Comprehensive manual for publication lovers. We have read through and so i am confident that i am going to going to read yet again once more down
the road. I am easily could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Guy Ruecker-- Guy Ruecker
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